EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (EMSC)
MEMBER ROSTER, 2017-2019

1. JENNIFER N. FISHE, MD
   APPOINTED POSITION – PHYSICIAN WITH PEDIATRIC EXPERIENCE

2. SANDRA NASCA, RN
   APPOINTED POSITION – FAMILY REPRESENTATIVE

3. RICHARD NETTLES, PMD, CCEMTP, CMTE
   APPOINTED POSITION – EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN/PARAMEDIC

4. BENJAMIN N. ABO, DO
   APPOINTED POSITION – EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN

5. NICOLE SHIMKO, RN, BSN, CCRN, CPN, C-NPT
   APPOINTED POSITION – NURSE WITH EMERGENCY PEDIATRIC EXPERIENCE

6. STEVE WHITE, MPA, PMD
   APPOINTED POSITION – EMS EDUCATION MANAGER

7. JULIE L. BACON, MSN-HCSM, NE-BC, RNC-LRN, CPN, CPEN, C-NPT
   COMMITTEE CHAIR – EMSC CLINICAL CONSULTANT

8. PHYLLIS L. HENDRY, MD, FAAP, FACEP
   PEDIATRIC MEDICAL DIRECTOR

9. KENNETH SCHEPPKE, MD
   EMS STATE MEDICAL DIRECTOR

10. MICHAEL RUSHING, NRP, RN, BSN, CEN, CPEN, CFRN, TCRN, CCRN-CMC
    COMMITTEE LIAISON – EMS TRAINING MANAGER
11. CORY S. RICHTER, EMT-P
   COMMITTEE LIAISON – FIRE-BASED EMS

12. LAURIE A. ROMIG, MD, FACEP
   COMMITTEE LIAISON – EMS MEDICAL DIRECTION AND EDUCATION CONSULTANT

13. LOU E. ROMIG, MD, FAAP, FACEP
   COMMITTEE LIAISON – EMSC MEDICAL ADVISOR

14. MELIA JENKINS
   EMSC PROJECT DIRECTOR

15. MICHELLE BAILEY
   EMSC PROGRAM MANAGER

16. STEVE MCCOY
   EMS SECTION ADMINISTRATOR